Abstract: This work reports for the first-time integration of continuous microfluidic channels to the paper-based electro-osmotic pumps (EOPs) with liquid bridges. In addition, 0.2 μm pore sized cellulose acetate (CA) membrane filter is used to eliminate pressure-driven flow instead of filter paper which is common in paper microfluidics and has an average pore size of 10 μm. A factor of 57 increase in hydraulic resistance is achieved with the new paper. Fabrication of the pumps and microfluidic channels using paper, wax, adhesive film and PMMA plates is explained. Volumetric flow rate of 19 nL/min is achieved in the microfluidic system with 61 V/cm electrical field magnitude applied to DI water. The capability of the integrated system is shown with precise liquid motion in a Y-shaped microfluidic channel integrated with two EOPs.
Introduction
Most of the microfluidic applications use regular continuous microfluidic channels to mix, amplify, separate and analyze DNA, protein and cells. Electro-osmotic pumping can offer promising liquid handling solutions to these applications [1] . However, pressure driven back flow and bubble formation at the electrodes limit their usage. To eliminate these limitations, porous plug EOP's [2, 3] and liquid bridge connections [4] were suggested before. Similar to these works, we introduced paper based EOPs recently, which use paper as porous medium [5] . Paper-based EOPs can offer simple, compact and lightweight pumping solutions to the microfluidic systems mentioned above if their porous channels can be integrated to continuous microfluidic channels. In this work, we report this integration effort for the first time. A simple example of the envisioned integrated system is shown in Figure 1 . In addition, 0.2 μm pore sized cellulose acetate (CA) membrane filter is used to further eliminate pressure-driven flow instead of filter paper that is commonly used in paper microfluidics which has an average pore size of 10 μm.
Design and Optimization
We optimized design parameters of paper based EOPs with liquid bridges in our previous work [5] . We still had significant pressure-driven flows with the typical Whatman filter paper (average 10 μm pore size) used in that work [6, 7] . To solve this problem, we used cellulose acetate membrane filter with average pore size of 0.2 μm in this work. We characterized hydraulic resistances of both papers. Red-dyed water at different heights were applied to wetted papers and their motions were recorded. Experimental results are shown in Figure 2 . Hydraulic resistance improved 57 times with membrane filter. 
Fabrication
EOPs are fabricated by patterning wax on membrane filter using a thermal nozzle attached to a three-axis CNC router as in our previous work [5] . Then, this paper is attached to the bottom PMMA plate using double-sided tape. Continuous microfluidic channels are formed on top PMMA plate by the engraving feature of the laser cutter. Similarly, reservoir and electrode holes are cut through on this plate by the same laser cutter. After surfaces are wetted with DI water, top plate is placed upside down on the bottom plate and they are pressed together. Procedure is demonstrated in Figure 3 . Fabricated device using Iso-Lab 0.2 μm cellulose acetate membrane filter along with a continuous microfluidic channel is shown in Figure 4 . 
Results
Water pumping in the continuous microfluidic channel generated by the electro osmotic pump on the membrane filter is shown in Figure 5 . DI water is pumped into the continuous microfluidic channel of 120 μm height and 2 mm width against an 8 mm water level height. At time zero, an electric field magnitude of 61 V/cm is applied to the electrodes of the pump. Liquid motion in the continuous channel is demonstrated in this figure with the photos taken at equal time intervals of 300 s. This indicates an average velocity of 1.4 μm/s. Generated volumetric flow rates of EOPs with both types of papers under different electrical field magnitudes using DI water are shown in Figure 6 . Results indicate 2.4 times higher volumetric flow rate using Iso-Lab 0.2 μm cellulose acetate membrane filter (17 nL/min) compared to Whatman Grade 1 CHR paper (7 nL/min) under 61 V/cm electric field magnitude.
A simple integrated system is realized by integrated two EOPs to a continuous Y-shaped microfluidic channel as shown in Figure 7 . One EOP pumps yellow dyed DI water to the Y channel, while the other is off holding blue-dyed DI water. Passage of yellow-dyed water from the porous medium to the continuous microfluidic channel is visible in Figure 7 while blue-dyed water stayed stationary. 
